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Summer term in Wilhelmshaven was
invariably accompanied by long, hot spells
more conducive to enjoying a game of
cricket or messing around on a boat rather
than doing schoolwork. Benign weather also
made Deich walks a compulsory activity, as
many have testified. You will find an article
on this and many other aspects of Summer
term on the following pages.
Naturally, our biennial reunion in Stratfordupon-Avon is the main feature of this
Summer-issue. The event coincided with
the 70th anniversary of the opening of our
school and was well attended. For those
who were unable to join us for this special
weekend, our photo report gives a brief taste
of what you missed.
Also included in this issue are more of your
letters, which were not included in the
Spring-issue due to an unfortunate glitch
with the newsletter email link. This has
since been restored and we look forward to
receiving more of your responses.
It only remains to wish you happy reading
and an enjoyable holiday season!

Back page

Your editorial team,

Paul Levitt & Andy Renou
L-R: Gaye(Cooke)Anthony, Alex Sleap
and Paul Hayward
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Report from the Chair.

organising the raffle and his services over
the years for this event have been much
appreciated. John has now retired from
this role so there will be someone new
taking his place next time.

Following our post Reunion Committee
meeting on the 23rd July, I can report
that the 2017 Reunion appears to have
been an outstanding success and a most
enjoyable event. The venue was very well
received and several people said they
would like to return there on a regular
basis and this will be a consideration
as Richard Loveday and the Reunion
Sub-Committee begin the venue search
project for the 2019 event.
212 members and guests attended the
event over the weekend and we have
received many words of thanks with just
a very few minor issues that had mainly
been rectified at the time. It was really
good to see a cross-section of all the eras
attending and enjoying the company of
their friends. The music chosen for the
disco appeared to be enjoyed by those
who made their way to the dance floor
and it was lovely to hear tracks so popular
during our times at PRS.
Thanks to Richard Loveday and his team
and to Carol who successfully managed
all of the administration and ensured that
everyone received their tickets, badges
and programmes and organised the
accounting of payments etc. Thanks to
other Committee members and to Jimmy
Whitehouse for taking photographs.
We raised an amazing £1312 for the
Shakespeare Hospice and we thank you
all for your prize contributions and for
being so generous in buying the raffle
tickets. Thanks to John Hollingsworth for
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Wearing my Archivist hat now, there is
some interesting information to report:
On August 8th, the paper-based content
of our Memorabilia collection is being
handed over to the town of Wilhelmshaven
to be stored in their Archive. There will
be an obligation built into the contract
with the Stadtarchiv(town archive) to
allow interested users and , in particular,
members of TWA to look at the records
in line with the archive operation.
In addition to this, I will be having a
meeting with Dr Jens Graul and Dr
Bettina Wafrzinek, the curator of the
Küstenmuseum about a permanent
display of some of the Memorablia in
the Museum. At this meeting, we will be
discussing the possibility of the 7 Honour
Boards being archived in Wilhelmshaven
as well. For 5 years, these have been
stored in the AGC Museum at Worthy
down. The Boards have now been moved
to Southwick Park, near Fareham and
we have been advised that the storage is
no longer available due to changes that
are going on with the Army. If anyone is
interested in becoming a Custodian of an
Honour Board, please let me know by the
end of August. If the option of archiving
the Boards in Wilhelmshaven is not
viable, then the Committee will make a
decision to dispose of them.
Barbara Steels (Miller) Hood/Rodney 1957
– 1961 Committee Chair and Archivist

Diamond Wedding
Many congratulations to Jean (Howe
47-48) and Brian Cater (Matthew/
Collingwood 47-50) who celebrated
their Diamond Wedding on 22nd June.
They originally met at PRS in 1947,
but Jean (whose name was Carter at
school) left after a year to become a
pupil at King Alfred School. “We kept
in touch by letter and saw each other
whenever possible,” says Brian, who
recalls that he once travelled to Plon
as a PRS team member for an athletics
and swimming match. “On leaving
PRS I joined the Royal Navy and in
1951 Jean came back to the UK after
sitting her O levels. She went to live
in Sheffield and from then on we saw
each other every time I had leave. We
were married in 1957 and have been
together ever since.” The question
has to be asked whether or not their
Diamond Wedding Anniversary is
a PRS first? Answers on a postcard
please.

Brian and Jean on their wedding day
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Reunion round-up
Our 70th Anniversary Reunion was
held on the 2nd to 3rd of June in
Stratford-upon-Avon and was blessed
by good weather to which we have
become accustomed in recent years.
Well over 200 enthusiastic former
pupils and their guests attended, some
having travelled from as far away as
Australia and Canada. On the evening
of arrival (Friday), guests attended
a buffet reception that marked the
start of festivities, while on Saturday
they were free to roam around the
town or simply enjoy the pleasant
surroundings (think hotel backing
directly onto waterfront with narrowboat marina). The central location of
our hotel ensured that there was plenty
to see within easy walking distance.
For those who cared to explore the
town’s attractions on foot, organised
walking
tours
commemorating
William Shakespeare were popular, as
were boat trips on the River Avon for
the less mobile or energetic.
As always, the main event was the
gala dinner dance on Saturday
evening, for which the hotel catered
admirably. TWA founder, Liz (Bird)
Hughes, addressed attendees and was
joined by Committee Chair, Barbara
(Miller) Steels during the presentation
of awards to outstanding former
athletes who agreed to act as longterm custodians of cups and trophies
for activities they had been associated
with at school. On this note, we would
like to appoint more custodians for our

In keeping with tradition, the generosity
of attendees was amply demonstrated
in a raffle, for which TWA members
kindly donated the prizes. It resulted
in excess of a thousand pounds and the
cheque presented to a local charity (The
Shakespeare Hospice), including the
proceeds from the Fleet raffle, totalled
£1312.

silverware (some cups were awarded
to houses rather than individuals) for
which we invite enquiries, so please
approach Barbara Steels if you are
interested.

James Shand received the Alan Logan
Memorial Cup

David Peters with the Victor Ludorum Cup

After a hearty dinner, it was time to
work off the calories on the dance
floor, an option taken up by many who
greatly appreciated the DJ’s popular
choice of music.

Wendy Eyre proudly holds the
Worthington Eyre Cup

Other trophies were presented to:
Jim Hanlon - Niedersachsen Boxing Cup
Hillary Oliver - Parnell Cup for Girl’s
Athletics.
Chris Lisle/Lance Wright - Helmsmanship
Trophy.
Ian Lennox - Carnegie Cup for Gymnastics.
Frederick McClennan - Infantry Brigade
Shooting Trophy.

L-R: Linda (Sides) Adderley, Norma (Kelly)
Dunlevy, Sue (Paddy) Bannaghan and
Carol Goronwy.

A special award was also presented to
Brian and Jean Cater who celebrated
their Diamond Wedding on 22nd
June (see separate article in this issue).

L-R: ???, Dave Fulwood and Clive Upton.

The Nag’s Head Trophy was presented to
Kitty (Cuffe) Taylor and was received by
Marg Garford in her absence.
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L-R: Liz (Bird) Hughes, Barbara (Miller)
Steels and Brian Cater.

L-R: Chris Belk, Michael Little, Richard
Boursnell, Colin Dobson.
L-R: Alex (Sleap) Andrews, Jennifer Gibb, Barbara (Taylor) Hall, Isobel McCullum, Gaye
(Cooke) Anthony

Sue Burroughs and her other sister,
Marilyn.

L-R: Eric Greaves and Jim Hanlon

In short, our 70th anniversary
celebration was a huge success and
Stratford will be remembered for the
great company, excellent venue and
great service at reasonable cost.
On behalf of all attendees, our heartfelt
thanks go to the hotel staff and our
organising committee, headed by
Richard Loveday.
L-Right: Vicki (Spencer) Armour and
Rosemary Nice.
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Ed.
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Letters to the Editor

school for the months of June and
July as a shakedown period to check
if it worked. Rodney and Collingwood
took pupils from September 1947
and until Matthew opened a couple
of years later. Matthew opened for
younger boys only and under the age
of twelve. They were relocated to the
other houses on reaching the age of
thirteen. We ate in Nelson and danced
in Churchill, which was also where we
had our pre-lesson morning assembly.
In those days, Fliegerdeich was simply
to keep the water out and what later
became Drake Boys was at that time
a store for German Navy miniature
submarines. We went to see them once
and were amazed at how small they
were. Equally amazing was that, in
1948, I think, the harbour front behind
the bunker was wired off with tall grill
fencing and the Navy came along and
lifted two or three U Boats from where
they had been sunk in the final days
of the war. You may or may not know
that Wilhelmshaven was the first place
in Germany bombed by the RAF when
the war started and the last when it
finished. The whole town was a pile
of rubble when we went there in late
1947. The only two sets of buildings
remaining were HMS Royal Rupert in
the Sudhaven and what became PRS in
the Nordhaven - Grosser Haven and
Banter See. U110, the U Boat from
which HMS Bulldog captured the
first Enigma machine and codebooks,
sailed from the Nordhaven.
John Newton (Drake 47-51)

I was so touched by the many flattering
comments about Kevin after his death
and wish to thank all of those who
made contact. Wilhelmshaven and PRS
are so special to us, having met there
and started our married life in Drake
House. Then of course our daughter,
Siobhan, was born there so we have
always had a strong connection with
PRS and our pupils seem like family.
It is difficult to imagine having had
similar feelings had we been teaching
in England at that time.
Pat (Kilner) Callan (Teaching Staff 55-63)
On page 22 of the Autumn newsletter
you asked for identification of unknown
persons in a group photo taken at the
Banter Ruine. The girl on the left of the
photo with Anita West, the Chapman
sisters and Georgina Delahaye is Inge
Aron with whom I shared a room at
Drake Girls from 1952-53. Inge, a dear
friend and godmother to one of my
daughters, was one of the ‘originals’
(now called 47ers) and I believe I took
the photo in 1952. Sadly she died whilst
in her fifties.
Gillian (Gem Tompson) Coles (Drake 51-53)
During my time at PRS (1947 to
1951), all houses, except Matthew
House had boys on upper floor and
girls on lower floor, although I think
for some reason Rodney may have
been girls on top with boys on the
ground floor. Howe and Drake were
the senior houses as they opened the
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With reference to the photos on page
8 of the Autumn 2016 newsletter, I am
fairly confident that the photograph
on the right is of the junior house
football team. In the centre on front
row is captain ‘Dinty’ Moore and to his
left is a boy called Waring and to his
left is someone who looks remarkably
like me!
Glenn Rankine (Rodney 56-58)

have checked and 1937 is the correct
year (there are a surprising number
of wrong entries in the registers).
The 1937 date of birth is interesting
because that made him only 10 years
old on admission to PRS.
Incidentally, on page 23 of newsletter
69 you asked about the precise year
of the causeway’s construction.
According to my large (definitive)
volume, ‘Wilhelmshaven 1853 - 2000’
(page 251), the same photograph
is used on page 251 and captioned,
‘1949 - Grodenfahre an der Bante
Ruine, Grodendamm Im Bau’, whilst
1948 is mentioned on the internet, so
probably the construction spanned
these two years. On page 105 of the
same book, there is a good close-up
photograph of the ferry the causeway
replaced. The ferry is visible to the
left of the causeway in the newsletter
photo.
John Simes (Rodney 55-57)

I read in the Daily Telegraph obituaries
that the ITV reporter, Michael
Nicholson, died on 11 December aged
79. It mentioned that his father had
been stationed in Emden after the war
and that Michael had boarded at PRS
Wilhelmshaven. This prompted me to
look up Michael’s entry in the original
admission registers and I found that
he was a PRS pupil from 7 September
1947 until 26 June 1948 (in Drake, I
think). His date of birth is given as
9 January 1936 in the register, but I

Michael Nicholson
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Ed. – Thanks for drawing our attention
to Michael, who was born in Romford,
Essex and was the son of a Royal
Engineers officer who was helping the
rebuilding effort in post-war Germany.
Michael began his career as a homeaffairs reporter with ITN in 1963.
He later became a foreign affairs
correspondent and covered conflicts
in Nigeria, Beirut, Angola, Iraq and
Bosnia. He was the author of several
thrillers and non-fiction titles, and is
survived by his wife, two sons and two
daughters.
There was a lot to read in NL70,
especially the article by my housemaster
Alec (Gaffer) O’Reilly. I also remember
the swimming pool going in and
one very cold winter on Bonteheim.
I returned to Wilhelmshaven four
years ago with Paul Hayward who
is my ex-room mate and still a good
friend. We had great fun revisiting
all the old places, including the main
site, Bonteheim and the house where
I briefly lived with my parents in
Raabestrasse, which seemed to be a
long way out of town, but actually is
not. We also visited Jever, where Paul’s
Dad was in charge of the NAAFI, and
had a tour of the German Air Force
base there. My only other visit was on
my honeymoon in 1973, a journey on
which we were accompanied also my
new mother in law!
Robin Parkinson-Bates (Howe 59-62)
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The New Cavalier has always proved to
be a thoroughly enjoyable read in the
Monger household – my late father, Mr
C.R. Monger, Housemaster of Matthews,
Rodney, Collingwood, Deputy Head
and Acting Head – was an avid reader of
Liz’s newsletters and subsequently New
Cavaliers, as was my mother. They truly
treasured their decade-long association
with PRS and twenty years ago had
a most memorable time at the TWA
reunion. My twin and I were present to
witness their great pleasure! Our father
passed away three years after the Golden
Anniversary Celebration Weekend at the
age of 86, while our mother died at the
age of 92 in 2007. Our primary school
was called ‘The British Garrison School’
and was situated in a requisitioned
family home just a short walk away from
the Sportzplatz in Wilhelmshaven. The
school’s small enrolment consisted of the
children of PRS staff who were taught by
a British headmistress and her German
assistant in just two form rooms. The
school subsequently moved to the main
site and then to RAF Jever. Incidentally,
I am writing this using a fountain pen I
purchased from the tuck shop in Raleigh
in 1957 when I entered the first form at
PRS, so it has now been in continuous
service for precisely 60 years! I used it
throughout my career as a prep-school
head when numerous school reports
and references required an authoritativelooking signature. Mind you, it has
become increasingly difficult these days
to obtain the requisite Parker Quink ink,
but surprisingly I found an emporium in
Windsor, Canada, which still stocks this

Corrigendum

less than common product.
Peter Monger (Collingwood 50-59)

In the previous issue of New Cavalier
(page 10) we omitted the name of
Mike Booth who in actual fact was
identifier of the Howe Boys football
team members. The player named as
‘John Mac’ in the back row far right is
John Macfarlane.

I wonder if any other pupils remember
the school outings we used to go on? I
recall a bus trip to a German cinema
in Oldenburg where we watched a film
on the coronation of Queen Elizabeth
II. Another trip we made in 1952 was
to some flooded fields that had frozen
over near Varel. This was great fun for
those who had ice-skates, but for those
without skates it was a relief to get
back to our buses for some warmth!
Dieter Dappen, alias Peter Willis
(Mathew-Rodney 52-53)
We have been absolutely overwhelmed
by the amount of cards, letters and good
wishes coming from every side and that
has greatly sustained and supported us
during this difficult time.
Tom Feeney (husband of Joan)

Do you know anyone in these pictures and on
what occasion the photos were taken? If so,
we’d be pleased to hear from you. We believe
they were of girls from Grenville House.
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47ers Riviera reunion
Two 47ers reflect on an event
they pulled together that drew the
following comment in the November
1999 newsletter: “Then there was our
visit to the Cote D’Azure courtesy
of Jack and Roberta Moore, who
organised a long weekend for us
with such charm and efficiency that
would have put many tour operators
to shame. Imagine 43 of us having to
be coaxed and cajoled on foot, coach
and train around the south of France,
and even into Italy on one occasion. It
could not have been an easy task, but
they maintained a wonderful sense of
humour throughout. As a result, we
had a truly memorable weekend.”
Sometimes, on waking, do you
wonder whether you had a good or
bad dream? After the recent nostalgic
chats at the 47ers mini-reunion,
we started to flashback to the 47ers
Reunion on the Riviera that we set
up in May 1999. It all sprang from
the hugely successful PRS Reunion
at Newbury Racecourse in 1996, and
then the super 40th Anniversary
reunion in Wilhelmshaven a year later.
We were persuaded by the 47ers to ‘do
something’ different.
In 1999 we were living and working
in Monaco, with a nearby weekend
villa on the French coast, so we
enthusiastically set about arranging
a long weekend for the old crowd.
With no tourist group credentials,
was this going to be a good dream or
a nightmare? First, we chose the Hotel
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Artemis in Beaulieu-sur-mer, halfway
between Nice Airport and Monaco
and near to everything. Then the
programme: we fixed on Beaulieu and
Cap Ferrat in France; the Principality
of Monaco; and San Remo in Italy.
For weeks, we drove around lining
up restaurants transportation and
sightseeing in these places. We had
never hired a 50-seat coach before:
it took only one phone call (and no
deposit). To keep our wayward group
together, we even reserved a carriage
on the train to Monaco. The invitations
went out (by post of course), and very
aptly, 47 members accepted. Then one
week before the first EasyJet arrivals
and tension was mounting, we doubtchecked everything, and lo and behold
the first evening’s restaurant was
closing for a staff holiday. Luckily, we
found a charming replacement. But
that was not all. It turned out that
the main road exit to San Remo was
closed to coaches, so we found an
alternative and re-jigged the timetable.
Next we found out that the train times
to Monaco had changed and of course
the French unions were threatening to
strike.
Come the day, however, there were
no worries and the 47ers were in fine
fettle. We made flags out of knitting
needles and blue and white flowers,
to keep in touch at crowded locations
such as the Royal Palace on the Rock
in Monaco. But there were still a few
memorable incidents. For instance, at
Beaulieu station we shoved everyone
into ‘our’ carriage, only to find out it

47ers on TV

was the wrong train! We hastily shoved
them off again and boarded the next
train amid scenes of Monsieur Hulot’s
Holiday. After browsing around San
Remo’s Saturday market, we made our
way past some exuberant wedding
celebrations, and sat down to our al
fresco lunch in the square; evidently
this inspired George (Gladwish) to
excuse himself, and return wearing
Joy’s newly purchased dress, chasing
and wooing a compliant waiter--pure
Italian soap opera!
All but one “volunteered” to attend
Sunday morning service at St Michael’s
Anglican Church in Beaulieu.
Commander Derek Goldsmith (RN
retired), was standing in for our priest,
and delivered a service with hymns
and all in vintage 1947 format. The
years rolled back. So, thanks 47ers,
wherever you are, for being such good
sports. Good or bad dream? All’s well
that ends well...
Jack Moore (Matthews and Drake
1947-53) and Roberta (Dillon) Moore
(Rodney 1950-52)

When 47ers, Jack and Roberta Moore,
were out skiing in the Swiss ski resort
of Anzere with a ski school instructor
who taught them both to ski 45 years
ago, an RTS Radio Télévision Suisse
film crew was on hand to capture
them. How many more octogenarians
can there still be around enjoying such
a demanding sport?

Jack and Roberta

Ed. – This report came in just a few days
after our Spring issue (which would
have been more seasonal) had been put
to bed.
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Jack and Roberta with Jackie Constantin,
the ski school instructor who taught them
both to ski 45 years ago.

Deich-walk confessions

with water down ships’ funnels from
the Kaiser-Wilhelm-Brucke. Also the
German Navy trying to dispose of a
mine outside our house on Bonteheim.
It had obviously rotted and was full
of gas, and they had to chase it round
until all the gas was released; they then
high-tailed it for safety, leaving us kids
watching!
Deich walks were another opportunity
to meet the girls and also to have a
cigarette, if you could manage to light
one in the wind, which usually conumed
three-quarters of the fag anyway. There
was always a duty teacher to look out
for, but it was still an enjoyable walk,
especially when it included a trip over
the Kaiser-Wilhelm-Brucke into town,
where I would look in the window of
an interesting shop with knives and
air pistols. On one occasion Mr Callan
tapped me on the shoulder with the
words, “I hope you are not thinking of
buying anything in there, boy.”

Pauline (Wall) Withers (Drake 59-62)
snapped during a Deich walk. Photo by
courtesy of Val (MacDonald) Bell

Almost everyone who attended
PRS will have recollections of Deich
walks, especially when balmy weather
enhanced the experience. An entire
chapter is devoted to them in The
Book and here are a few of the more
entertaining extracts - provided mainly
by the boys, as you might guess.
Deich walks often bore a great
resemblance to the parades made by
our continental cousins on warm,
sunny evenings just before dusk.
Groups of boys and girls , who were
not busy in the sand dunes, would walk
up and down, casually eyeing up the
members of the opposite gender. Many
friendships were made and cemented
on those weekend walks beside the
uninviting North Sea.

and their watches. When Jane and her
friends appeared on the causeway,
I would sprint to the road and then
slow down to look really cool as I
‘coincidentally’ bumped into them.
We would turn about, walk along the
Deich past the Max-Planck-Institute
and eventually loop back towards the
distant PRS. On our own, Jane and I
would have a conversation that reached
higher planes. We would manage to
solve all the world’s problems whilst
eating two Murray Mints and sharing
a chocolate bar. The number of walks
we took along that path were many.
Walks that passed in a time-warped
instant, too quick for the wind to catch
us and too quick for me to recognise
true friendship.			
		
Ed.

I used to look forward to my Sunday
afternoon walks along the Deich,
especially if accompanied by a
girlfriend. I can still picture the
bombed oil-storage tanks with the
oil still in evidence mixed with the
rainwater. There was a particular tank,
which still had part of its roof with
a dry, sandy area underneath. This
was an excellent hiding place where
couples could have very enjoyable
snogging sessions.
The Collingwood Boys common room
window gave us a good view of the
causeway: the juniors’ eyes would scan
for groups of girls, the intermediates
would look for girls with red crush
pins, and the seniors checked the view

One glorious, hot day, a local girl
appeared on the other side of the Deich,
promptly stripped off completely naked
and and put on her swimsuit. I will
leave you to imagine the effect this had
on 80 to 100 red-blooded teenage boys,
whose noses were pressed up against
the fence.

I remember going for a walk round the
Deich and throwing condoms filled
15

It was a favourite pastime of ours to
gather beneath the span of the KaiserWilhelm-Brucke and gaze longingly up
the skirts of the German girls walking
across way above our heads.

This precarious spot close to the Kaiser-Wilhelm-Brucke proved popular for a game of ‘I dare’.
16

Dieter’s story - part three

remained close until April 2015 when
he sadly passed away. On one occasion
in 1979, he and his wife Daphne visited
me in Krefeld and we drove up to
Wilhelmshaven to see our old school.
Although out of bounds to the public
at that time, the guard on duty at the
main gate kindly allowed us to walk
around the main site, which triggered
quite a few memories. In front of
Churchill House, I recalled my time
in the school orchestra and the twiceweekly rehearsals, which were directed
by a German professional music
teacher we nicknamed “thunder-guts”
due to his deep and booming voice.
Much as I tried, I never mastered
the 2nd French horn and constantly
tested the conductor’s patience. It was
eventually suggested that I left the
orchestra, which was a blow because I
wouldn’t see the lovely Kathleen Bahr
(Collingwood-53) anymore. Not only
was she a beautiful accordion player,
she was my first love.

Dieter Dappen (Peter Willis Matthew/Rodney 52-53), whose story
was covered in issue 55 and continued
in issue 63, reflects further on his life
at school and after PRS.
My best friend at PRS was Christopher
Wallis (Raleigh 51-52), who left school
1952 when his father was posted back
to Portsmouth. We were soon to find
each other again when my stepfather
went to Egypt in 1954. The happy
reunion occurred in Portsmouth
where we were both sea cadets. Chris
lived a fair distance away, but we saw
a lot of each other until 1955 when
my stepfather was posted to Cyprus.
More than 17 years would pass before
we met again during a holiday when
I found Chris’s address in a phone
book. Each subsequent UK trip began
or ended with a visit to his home just
outside Portsmouth and always with
a pilgrimage to HMS Victory, where
we had enjoyed many good times
together in the sea cadets. Chris and I
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PRS pupil Patrick Roberts (Rodney-53)
and I have kept in touch ever since
he saw my article in issue 55 and
have shared many memories of our
PRS days. Another former pupil, Liz
Coulson (Frobisher/Howe 53-55)
and I became good friends during
my final days at Karalos Army School
in Famagusta, Cyprus. She never
mentioned at the time that she and her
sister, Helen Coulsen, were also at PRS
when I was there and I may well have
unknowingly met her at the Saturday
afternoon dances in the Rodney Girls’

common room. Liz also contacted
me after reading my article almost 60
years after we were at school.

technical background helped me to
secure a managerial job in the paperfinishing machinery business.

I also heard from Cyril Clarke (Howe
54-56), who joined PRS after I had left.
With a special interest in the German
Kriegsmarine, Cyril wanted more
information about my biological father
and his curiosity led me to investigate
my real father’s naval career from 1935
to 1945. According to Naval records
in Berlin, my father’s war came to an
end in Wilhelmshaven aboard U-boat
777, which was sunk in the harbour
during a massive RAF daytime air raid.
Fortunately, my father was among 30 of
60 who survived and were subsequently
taken prisoner by the British in 1945.
Thanks to Cyril, I learned more about
my biological father than my mother
was able to tell me, and this after the
passage of 70 years.

The above shows how New Cavalier
has played a pivotal role in reuniting
long lost school friends, thrown
light on family matters and triggered
memories of my time at school.

Harry Trumbull (Mathew/Rodney
52- 53) is another former pupil whose
path crossed with mine in 1956 at
the RAF Administration Apprentice
Training School, RAF Credenhill.
We had both gone there to learn a
trade and recognised each other the
instant we met. Whereas Harry most
likely completed his training, I left
in February 1958 after being found
medically unfit to be an aircraft
electrician, on account of my acute
colour blindness. The RAF released
me on compassionate grounds and I
returned to my birthplace of Krefeld
where my bi-lingual upbringing and

Dieter Dappen, alias Peter Willis
(Mathew-Rodney 52-53)

Dieter (centre) with two friends at RAF
Apprentice Training School.
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Back to the fifties

Summer snaps

In our Summer issue of last year
(newsletter 68), we mentioned a cache
of photos featuring former PRS Head
Girl, Anita (West) Backley (Drake 5254). Now Anita’s former roommate in
1954, Valerie (Chapman) Cheke, has
kindly sent us more photos of the two
girls and their contemporaries taken
during their school days. Incidentally,
Anita is just as sport mad as ever,
having recently competed in the golf
event at the World Masters Games in
Auckland - see separate article in this
issue. Do get in touch if you recognise
anyone in the group photos, or have
memories you would like to share.

Anita (front centre)

L-R: The Late Ron Mottram (Drake 5457) and housemate Richard Turley at
Fliegerdeich (photo by courtesy of Graham
Print).
Val and Anita on the school train
Peter Frampton (Drake) pads up before
taking the field (photo by courtesy of
Graham Print). Peter is not on the found
list so if you know what happened to him,
do get in touch.
In their room at Drake Girls

Anita (West) Backley (left) and Valerie
(Chapman) Cheke

L-R: Former Head Boy, Brian Downes
(Rodney 57-60) chills out with Antony Price
(Drake 58-60).

And in their hockey gear outside Drake Girls
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PRS girl still aiming high!

Lady in Blue

PRS was represented at the World
Masters Games held in Auckland
in April by Anita (West) Backley
(Drake 52-54) who competed in the
over-75’s golf. Anita was a sporting
phenomenon at PRS and is an avid
golf fan. She ended up a creditable 8th
in each division of the original 16, but
only the top 3 of each division went
through. “I wasn’t as good as I had
wanted, but it was a great experience,”
she said. An experience she clearly
wants to repeat. “Australia is holding
some masters’ events and I am giving
serious consideration to competing
in tennis or athletics.” Well, we’ve
got octogenarian skiers, so why not
indeed, Anita!

Anita with her most avid fan – her
granddaughter

Anita during the WMG warm-up

Elke-Dore Beers, otherwise known as
‘Nurse Elke’, was recently featured in
the Wilhelmshaven press following
a journalist’s visit to her home in the
town. Looking resplendent in one
of her self-created outfits, Elke, who
has held workshops in art and once
taught the subject in a Wilhelmshaven
school, is pictured in the newspaper
cutting with a small sample of the large
collection of creative works that adorn
her apartment. Her late sister, Anke,
was also a talented local sculptress.
“The creative gene runs in our
family,” said Elke, whose passion once
extended beyond the arts to politics.
In the 1980s she was actively involved
in support of women’s rights. “Being
a self-supporting mother, I wanted to
make it easier for women. Today, the
situation for women has changed a
lot.”

Elke at the 2016 Wilhelmshaven minireunion.

Elke’s trademark outfits aren’t restricted to
blue, as she showed at the Southampton
reunion.
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Revealed at the Stratford reunion
- An amazing claim to fame?
A little birdie recently told me that the
Wilhelmshaven Association is the longest
surviving active old pupils’ group. I have
assumed that this relates to the British
Forces etc in Post WWII Germany. I
cannot remember who told me…..but
please remind me if it was you.
Inevitably, I reflected on what may
have contributed to the longevity of the
Association. Without a doubt it is due to
your support and continued enthusiasm,
please keep it up! In the past two years
since the 2015 reunion many of us
have felt the sadness of losing partners,
teachers, school heroes, crushes,
support staff, classmates, housemates
and roommates. This was very much on
my mind during the Stratford weekend,
along with the awareness of how lucky
we have been to have known and/or
reconnected with them.
After much consideration, I came

to the conclusion that the fact the
Association, led by the Committee, has
developed a rare and very significant
and possibly unique relationship with
the town of Wilhelmshaven. The
benefits of this has meant we are kept
up to date with developments in the
town, the old school site and making
it possible for anyone to travel there
with other likeminded members. I
know that Rodger and I are hoping to
take one of these trips in the future…
so much to see! In particular Jens
Graul aka ‘our man in Wilhelmshaven’
has become a friend to all of us. His
presence and unstinting interest in
the TWA-Wilhelmshaven relationship
has been invaluable. Often seen
at reunions, he always has lots of
interesting pieces of Wilhelmshaven
information to share. If there is an
award for the longest surviving ex
pupils Association in Germany…we
have contributed, but none as much as
The Committee and Jens.

Given that work started on TWA in
late 1993 and we remain an active
and cohesive group, we can all be
proud. One definition of luck that
I found years ago stated ‘good luck
happens when preparedness meets
opportunity’. Oh boy, I have used
that definition over and over. So we
must have been ready and prepared to
reconnect with our old school friends
and stir up those memories that many
of us had kept to ourselves for so many
years. In fact we are lucky to start with
- lucky to have had the opportunity to
go to PRS, lucky to have experienced
an extraordinary school, lucky to
have made so many good friends and
lucky to be able to continue to doing
so. Keep enjoying our luck and be
prepared to carry on supporting a
quite incredible organisation.

Does anyone recognise this lady enjoying
the nice weather in Wilhelmshaven circa
1959-60?

Many thanks to all.
Liz Hughes - Howe 1960-64

ANNUAL CHRISTMAS LUNCH FOR THE M4 CORRIDOR
ADVANCE WARNING

As the venue was so popular last year, The Chiselden House Hotel
near Swindon, Wiltshire, has been booked again for Sunday 3rd
December from 11 a.m. for coffee followed by lunch.
No menu or prices available yet, but hope the price will be the same
as last year at £25.

Barbara and John Steels together with Jens Graul in the middle.
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If you would like to be included please email Melodie Beevers at
melodiebeevers@aol.com
or telephone 01793 814684/ 07 7988 60084.
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In memoriam

Barracks in Southsea where we, as
national servicemen, were kitted,
fitted and despatched to our training
establishments. We were standing easy
on the parade ground and suddenly
there was Brian with a big smile on
his face. Our paths didn’t cross again
until we met on the few occasions he
attended 47ers gatherings. That was
some years back, but we continued to
exchange Christmas cards until last
December.”
		

We are saddened to report that Brian
Victor Carey (Howe 47-52) passed
away in Southampton on 30th March
at the age of 82. Brian was Head of
House and spoke fondly of his time at
PRS, frequently entertaining his five
grandchildren with tales of his time
at both school and during his 12 years
of service in the Royal Navy. He was
particularly proud of making a lectern
for the school chapel (see photo) and
is survived by his sons Christopher
and Egan. Mike Booth knew Brian at
school: “He was a cheerful and friendly
house mate with a ready smile, who
enjoyed his time at PRS. Known for
his sporting abilities as a member
of the school cricket, football and
athletics teams, he became a Howe
House monitor in 1951 and a year
later a school prefect. After leaving
school I met him briefly at RN Victoria

Brian Carey winning the 800-metres in
1951(photo courtesy of Mike Booth).

Mike Booth and Brian Carey, on the steps of
Howe House in 1951 (photo by Mike Booth).
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due to ill health. A keen motorcyclist,
golfer and author of military history
(his last book, ‘Postcards of the Army
Service Corps’ went to print just two
months before his death), Mike’s
funeral service was at St. Michael and
St. George Church in Aldershot.
Ed. – Gem (Tompson) Coles (Drake
51-53) met Mike Young a few times at
Army functions without realising he was
a former PRS pupil and kindly drew our
attention to the announcement about
him in the RASC/RTC newsletter, which
mentioned the fact that he had attended
The British School in Hamburg and
subsequently PRS.

On the fo’c’sle of TS Prince Rupert during
the second cruise to Cuxhaven in 1951: left
to right Pat Connolly, Brian Carey, Garry
Grosvenor, Mike Booth and Gordon Mowat
(photo courtesy of Mike Booth).

We are also saddened to hear about
the death of Lt Col (Rtd) Mike
Young (born Dec. 12, 1935 – died
Oct. 31, 2016). His years and house
at school are unknown, but in 1954
he became a Sandhurst cadet and
was commissioned into the RASC in
1956. In 1960 he became a platoon
commander in the 34th Gurkha
Company and was the first British
officer to trek in Nepal. On return
to the UK he served in Troon and
Aldershot before attending the Army
Staff College, Camberley (67-68). He
subsequently served in Malta, Wilton,
BAOR and Dunfermline. His final
tour was with BAOR in Cologne and
with Allied Forces Central Europe
in Brunssum, the Netherlands. He
retired from the Army in 1987 to
become curator of the museum in
Buller Barracks, Aldershot. In 2013 he
stood down from various committees

Another sad loss reported to us is that
of John (Jock) Davidson (Collingwood
54-58) who died suddenly aged 77. He
was in good spirits after celebrating
his birthday on April 11th, but had
suffered heart problems and collapsed
whilst out for a walk at their home near
Huntingdon. Our sincere condolences
go to his wife Heather and family.
We were deeply shocked by the passing
of Joan (Odle) Feeney (Howe 62-66)
who was a regular at our main reunions
and died peacefully at home in Ireland
on April 24 surrounded by her family.
A tribute to Joan can be found overleaf.
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Joan Feeney (nee Odle)
Howe Girls 1962 - 1966

I first met Joan when she arrived at
PRS in 1962 and we eventually shared
a room with Jacqui Clifford and Liz
Withers in what was known as “the flat”
at the top of Howe Girls.
It was very apparent from the start that
Joan was keen on sport, playing both
netball and hockey, also being part of
the school girl’s athletic team in 1964
(as shown in The New Cavalier No 68
published in summer 2016). She also
took part in the Ladies Over 40s hockey
match when we visited Wilhelmshaven
for the Golden Anniversary weekend in
August 1997.
After leaving PRS Joan eventually
trained as a teacher in Hull, followed by
her first teaching post in Nottingham.
She also travelled extensively and whilst
on her travels met her future husband,
Tom. Following their marriage they
lived in the north of England for a while
then moved to Dublin where Tom set
up a dental practice in Blackrock. They

had three children Siobhan, Francesca
and Michael, and over the last few years,
much to Joan’s delight, they were blessed
with three beautiful grandchildren. One
of Joan’s greatest pleasures was knitting
for her grandchildren and Joan kept
a wonderful photographic record of
many of her creations. Sport continued
to be a large part of Joan’s life in Dublin
and she enjoyed playing tennis on a
regular basis.

In addition, we must also sadly report
the following deaths.

I always remember Joan as being a
loyal and understanding friend with a
wicked sense of humour and infectious
laugh. She was a wonderfully generous
host and loved having people to stay as
many of us have experienced over the
years. Her cookery skills were beyond
compare and I believe quite a few of us
have copies of some of her delicious
recipes, particularly her Cinnamon
Apple Cake (A Joan Feeney Special!)
as ever written out in her immaculate
handwriting!

Carol (Nannery) Lister
(House unknown 57-58) 		

Edward Fisher (Collingwood 54-55)
Keith James Fray (Rodney 57-59)
John Appleby (Drake 54-56) 		
Shirley (Hopkins) Stephenson
(Rodney 48-53)

An easy weekend, possibly in the 1950s, but
when precisely?

John Powell (Rodney 62-64)

Ah...those summer dresses! Anyone know
who was wearing them and when?

Liz Withers and myself were able to
travel to Blackrock for Joan’s funeral
on Thursday 27 April representing all
her friends from Wilhelmshaven. This
was a beautiful service in celebration of
the life of a very special friend and lady.
Joan will be sadly missed not only by all
her family and friends in Dublin, but
also for by those of us who have known
her over the years.
Yvonne Robinson (nee Rice)
Frobisher/Howe 1961 - 1965
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Clearly summer term, but Dundee cake and cornflakes? What on Earth was going on?
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New Finds
Name at PRS

Name now

Years

House

Anne Cox

Anne Cox

62 - 65

Collingwood

Christine Ironside

Christine Ironside

65 - 68

Drake

Felicity Ayling

Felicity Bowdidge

58 - 62

Rodney

Pam Chivers

Mme Pamela Rugman 65 - 69

Rodney Collingwood

Anthony Pearson

Anthony Pearson

55 - 57

Rodney

Brian Simpson

Brian Simpson

59 - 62

Howe

Re-joined

Joined after being located some time ago

Ann (Peps Minter) & Tom McSherry (centre) photographed in front of Limassol castle.

Brief encounter in Cyprus
Three former pupils were reunited in
Limassol, Cyprus, on March 2nd when
your editorial team met up with Ann
(Peps Minter) McSherry (Collingwood
57-62) and her husband Tom. We last
enjoyed Ann’s company at our Stoke
reunion in 2007. The couple celebrated
their golden wedding anniversary in
2014 and have lived on the island for 26
years. They stayed on in Cyprus when
Tom took early retirement from the
Army and was tasked with managing
a large civil-engineering project on the
island. They are both still very active,
Ann keeping herself busy mainly with
choral activities and with charitable
works (Guild of St Helena, etc.). Tom
is still a keen sportsman and runner.

Jane Gregory

Jane Newcombe

68 - 70

Blake Collingwood

Peter Hern

Peter Hern

56 – 59

Rodney

New username and password for members’ website effective
August 2017 – see rear cover.
Wilhelmshaven 2018

For those who didn’t make it to
Stratford and may not know that
there is a trip to Wilhelmshaven
being organised next year, the
main trip is from Monday 2nd July
- Saturday 7th July 2018, though
dates are flexible (no need to stay all
week if you want to do some touring
to old haunts while you are there).
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If you would like details please
e-mail Richard Loveday:
richardloveday@btinternet.com
Places are limited so it is important
that you contact Richard ASAP as
places are strictly on a first come
first served basis.
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